June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
77-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F154 - Dining Room Service, 2 credits (2+0); change title to Food and Beverage Service; change credit distribution to (.5+3); add prerequisite or co-requisite of CAH F150; update description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: ______________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
78-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F160 - Principles of Nutrition, 2 credits (2+0);
update course description and syllabus; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ___________________________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DATE: ___________________________
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
81-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F242 - Food Production III, 5 credits (5+0); change
title to Culinary III - Vegetables and Starch; change to 4 credits with a
distribution of (1+6); remove prerequisite of CAH F141; add prerequisite
of CAH F140; change description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: ____________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
82-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F243 - Food Production IV, 5 credits (5+0); change
title to Culinary IV - Ala Carte Cookery; change to 4 credits with a
distribution of (1+6); add CAH F141, CAH F175 to prerequisites with
CAH F242 - or permission of instructor; change description; effective Fall
2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: __/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: __________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
83-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F248 - Bakery Production IV, 5 credits (5+0);
change title to Intermediate Baking and Pastry; change credits to 4 with a
distribution of (1+6); remove CAH F247 from prerequisites and add CAH
F150 to prerequisites with CAH F146 or permission of instructor; change
description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: __________________________  DATE: ______________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
84-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F250 - Garde Manger, 2 credits (2+0); change credits to 4 with a distribution of (1+6); update description; change frequency of offering; add prerequisites of CAH F141, CAH F175; and CAH F242; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 6/10/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: ______________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

Submitted by the College of Rural and Community Development
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
85-UCC
Course Change: CAH F253 - Storeroom Purchasing and Receiving, 2 credits (2+0); change frequency of offering and update description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: ____________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)  
86-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F255 - Food Service Management, 2 credits (2+0); change title to Human Resource and Supervision in Hospitality; change to 3 credits, (3+0); change description and frequency of offering; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: [Signature]  
Chancellor's / Provost's Office  
DATE: 6/6/10

DISAPPROVED: [Signature]  
Chancellor's / Provost's Office  
DATE: ___________
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
87-UCCh.  Course Change: CAH F256 - Food Service Accounting, 2 credits (2+0);  
change title to Restaurant and Hospitality Cost Management; change  
frequency of offering and update description; add prerequisite of CAH  
F101; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ____________________________  DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ____________________________  DATE: ____________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
88-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F117 - Art in Cake Icing, 2 credits (1+2); change credit distribution to (.5+3); update description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ___________ DATE: ___________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ___________ DATE: ___________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
89-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F161 - Pastry Tube Art, 1 credit (1+1); change credit distribution to (.5+2); addition of special fees to course description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ____________________________ DATE: _______________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
90-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F170 - Gourmet Cooking, 2 credits (2+0); change credit distribution to (.5+3); update description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: ____________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
91-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F171 - Gourmet Baking, 2 credits (2+0); change credit distribution to (.5+3); update course description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: 6/16/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: [Signature]  DATE: 
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
94-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F176 - Heart Healthy and Diabetic Cooking, 1 credit (1+3); change to 2 credits with a credit distribution of (.5+3); update course description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ________________________ DATE: _____________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
95-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F177 - Introduction to Zymology, 1 credit (1+3);
change title to Understanding Brewing and Fermentation; change credit
distribution to (.5+1); update course description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ________________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ________________________________ DATE: _______________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
96-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F178 - Intermediate to Zymurgy, 1 credit (1+3);
change title to Intermediate Brewing and Fermentation; change credit
distribution to (.5+1); update course description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor’s / Provost’s Office

DISAPPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: __________
Chancellor’s / Provost’s Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)
97-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F257 - Oenology-Hospitality Industry I, 1 credit (1+0); change title to Introduction to Wine Appreciation; change credit distribution to (.5+1); change frequency of offering; update course description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: _______________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office
June 4, 2010

The Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate has approved the following:

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REQUEST:

SUBMITTED BY THE COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by TVC - Culinary Arts and Hospitality)

98-UCCh. Course Change: CAH F258 - Oenology-Hospitality Industry II, 1 credit (1+0); change title to Intermediate Wine Appreciation; change credit distribution to (.5+1); change frequency of offering; update course description; effective Fall 2010.

Effective: Fall 2010 unless otherwise specified.

Rationale: See request attached.

APPROVED: .................................................. DATE: 6/6/10
Chancellor's / Provost's Office

DISAPPROVED: ........................................... DATE: ________________
Chancellor's / Provost's Office